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Ice In The Veins, Part 4

Summary: The away team remain in the cave, experiencing extreme fear induced by some kind  of noise. A lifesign appears on sensors for a moment, and Suder briefly senses a presence.  All signs of the noise then disappear.

The Kraken crew manage to repair the probe and make contact with the away team, but efforts  are still being carried out to get a transporter lock on the team, who have decided to  further explore the caves.

Meanwhile, a new Doctor has been travelling to his new assignment and is five minutes away  from the USS Kraken.

<<<<<<<<<<Resume>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::in the cave, getting as much information on the power source as she can::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::fumbles around with a pattern enhancer, not enjoying his new, shiny gloves::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::at his station, trying to get telemetry from the sabotaged probe::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Is at OPS, still a faint blush on her cheeks::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::shivers and looks around her, pulls her jacket tight around the neck, retreating into the hood some more::

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::brings up his sensor sweeps of the system as he makes his way at sub-light towards the Kraken, opening up the comms again:: COMM:Kraken: USS Kraken, this is Commander Kymar Dremel, on board shuttle DJ-0537.

Host Dr_Green says:
@::runs his hand along the cave wall, still a bit wary of the noise they heard earlier::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::walks slowly towards Sumner:: CTO: Do you need help with that?

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
CO: Cap'n, we are almost ready to launch a new probe. My people put it together with their own hands, I promise you this one is undamaged.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::pacing the bridge slowly, glancing from one person to the other.:: OPS: Sounds like we have a call...tell the doctor he can land, then come directly to the bridge.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::Nods to Adalberto.:: CEO: Let me know when it's ready to fly.

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::jumps a little in surprise as the enhancer activates:: CSO: Um... I think I got it... ::sets it down, taking a moment to catch his breath, energy reserves nearly empty::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
COM: Shuttle: This is the USS Kraken. Please prepare for docking procedures

Host Dr_Green says:
<Aryn_Zehn> CEO: Take a look here... ::gestures to his screen:: I think I've fixed this algorithm for the probe. I'm more a geology person...

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@CTO: This one is pushing us to our physical limits. But I do think there is something in there ::glances towards the interior of the cave system::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
COM: Shuttle: Commander Kymar, the Captain has asked that you report to the bridge as soon as you arrive on board.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::smiles as he hears a friendly voice, sitting up straighter and watching out the window as the majestic ship gets nearer and nearer:: COM: Kraken:OPS: Acknowledged. I'm on course, ready for docking tractors.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::turns his chair and looks:: Zehn: Well I'm less of a programmer myself, but....looks good. Well done.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::walks in silence, torch pointed out before her, listening to CTO and CSO::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::nods some at Ix:: CSO: And we'll probably need to get to it before we get out of here. ::glances around at everyone, hoisting his phaser and a torch before taking up point, heading into the darkness of the cave::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Keeps a metaphorical ear into Zehn and Adalberto's conversation::

Host Dr_Green says:
<Aryn_Zehn> CEO: Okay. ::nods:: Ball is in your court then.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::moves along after Sumner::All: Someone went through a lot of trouble to keep this place a secret. It is either a big treasure or they are hiding a crime.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
Zehn: Isn't it always.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::guides the shuttle into the docking bay gently until the tractors take hold and pull it in the rest of the way, giving up navigation control to the autopilot and getting up, slinging his case over his shoulder as he prepares to disembark::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ CSO: Or they're scared...

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
CO: Cap'n, Mr. Zehn has managed to gain access to the probe's internal systems, I am trying to get it back under control now.

Host Dr_Green says:
#ACTION: The shuttle craft docks smoothly without a single scratch.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::nods:: XO: Yes, and there is that. ::looks down a her tricorder::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::Nods.:: CEO:  Any chance of finding out who rigged it?  I don't like the idea of the person or persons responsible still running around.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Looks down at her monitor, trying to figure out how Zehn got access::

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::opens the doors and steps off the shuttle, tripping slightly on the lip with a strangled cough but recovering before he falls - hoping nobody was watching::

Host Dr_Green says:
@::follows silently::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::trudges along, still dreaming on that jacuzzi and trying to remember what "warm" feels like. Keeps a weather eye on Green::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::sighs softly as he starts to warm once more:: XO: So, Commander...

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
CO: Okay, I have it under control... just to be safe, I am launching the new probe to be sure this won't happen again....as to the sabotage, I will examine it personally when we get it back.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ CTO: Hm... ::tone is most non-committal::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
OPS: Torel, can you please launch probe NX-54, and if you can get a transporter lock on the damaged probe, beam it directly to Engineering.

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@XO: Will there be an application process for this hair-washing, or are you going to be picking at random?

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Pulls up a separate screen, trying to keep track of the location of the new Doctor::

Host Dr_Green says:
@XO: Stop staring at me all the time. Please.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::looks sideways at Green and his comment::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::head spins in CTO's direction, eyes wide:: CTO: Wh- ::the fact that she was speaking too loudly earlier dawns on her::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Looks up, and over at Tony, realising this is the first time he'd spoken to her directly since she'd told him it was her that had opened the engineering airlocks::

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::steps into a turbolift with a sigh, cracking his spine with a twist:: TL: Bridge. ::relishes the quiet whirr as it sends him speeding along the way, admiring the clean decor::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@XO: It was a cave. Voices tend to carry. ::grins::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::watches the main viewer, waiting for the probe.::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::trying to get his mind off the XO and her staring:: Green: I take it this is not what you expected to find.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Taps her fingers over the console automatically, and launches the probe, glancing down at what her hands are doing::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
CO: Probe launched Cap'n, we should be able to get a transporter lock on the Away Team in a few minutes time.

Host Dr_Green says:
@CSO: I don't really know what I expected to find, but this can't be it... there was nothing on the surface. I'd have expected cities, ruins, or something.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::looks back over his shoulder slightly towards Zehn.:: Prof_Zehn:  Professor...how well do you know the people in your team?

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::sighs, deciding to make the best of this:: CTO: Offering your services, Lt? I thought you'd have had enough after sharing that blanket.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::glances over at Torel:: OPS: Ensign Torel, have you managed to get a lock on the malfunctioning probe and beam it to Engineering?

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Looks back up at Tony, wondering if he is going to acknowledge the moment, but hears his next request and sighs a little:: CEO: I'm working on it Lt.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::steps off the turbolift as it arrives, glancing around the bridge with look of boyish wonder. Seeking out the Bajoran man in the centre, he steps down to the command circle and hangs off to the side:: CO: Kymar Dremel, reporting for duty, Captain.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
OPS: Thank you, Ensign. ::turns his attention back to his console::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@Green: Well, there is something here. You just have to be ready to accept it will not be a magnificent civilization....::stops a moment:: Green: The truth is, reality is seldom what we predict it to be. But that is part of the fun. ::smiles::

Host Dr_Green says:
<Aryn_Zehn> CO: Oh, well, old Flash and I go way back. And then there's Springer, I've worked with her in the past. The rest I know of but not intimately.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Successfully establishes a lock on the probe, and beams it to the required area in Engineering::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::stops himself from giving his first though, something about competing with the Captain:: XO: I was gonna volunteer Benson. He's got a weird thing for floral scents.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Talks quietly:: CEO: The probe is in engineering

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
CO: Captain, permission to leave the Bridge and examine the faulty probe.

Host Dr_Green says:
<Aryn_Zehn> CO: Sorry, Flash is Gordon Wrathall, and Springer is Marina Galway. ::beams a smile at him:: The rest, well, like I said, they're relative unknowns to me.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::looks the Doctor up and down slightly, then smiles weakly and offers his hand.::  CMO: Doctor, welcome to the Kraken...I wish the circumstances were less...well, dire.  Right now, you're going to need to prep sickbay for possible cold related treatment.  We have an away team stranded on a planet in -50 temperatures.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Sighs again, wondering if Adalberto will ever forgive her::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::ducks under a low-hanging stalactite, placing her hand on it as she passes, to be sure she doesn't clock herself. Chuckles a little, feeling a bit warmer:: CTO: Benson... eh, that guy has a weird thing about a lot of stuff. ::shrugs::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
Self: Springer? Unusual nickname...

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
CMO:  In addition, if you can think of anything medicinal that would help them withstand the cold, please prep it and we will include it in our next supply transport.

Host Dr_Green says:
@CSO: Perhaps you are right. ::looks depressed::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::Stands up, waiting for the Captain to respond and uses the time to measure their latest crew member::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@XO: Yeah, but he's a good kid. Might give him Koraz's spot in the roster, with her on leave. ::enjoys talking shop a bit, just to keep himself from thinking too much::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::doesn't like how pre-occupied the CTO is with her relationship with the CO. Seems his thoughts travel there too often for her liking::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
Prof_Zehn:  Is there anyone in your team that might have the skills needed to preform the alteration we see in the probes?

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::looks at Green, thinking that is not the reaction she expected:: Green: Sometimes I am wrong ... ::focuses on her tricorder again::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
CEO:  Granted...let me know what you find.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::shakes the man's hand firmly with a smile and a nod:: CO: Understood, Captain. Other than all the warm blankets and heaters they can muster, there isn't much we can do. I won't detain you any longer, Sickbay will be prepped and ready in 5 minutes. ::nodding again, he steps back and turns, heading into the turbolift and sending it down to Deck 5::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::nods and heads into the Turbolift:: TL: Engineering.

Host Dr_Green says:
<Aryn_Zehn> CO: Well, perhaps, but it's not on their CVs. Like I said, this person would need to be very skilled, or high ranking.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::stops the doors and allows the Doctor in::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::nods as the CMO leaves, already likes him better than DuPont.::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
CMO: Sir.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ CTO: That's your prerogative. Who else- ::steps gingerly over some rough ground:: do you have in mind for the position?

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::smiles and gives the CEO a nod:: CEO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

Host Dr_Green says:
@::pauses and turns to the CSO:: CSO: I'm sorry you got hurt. I was too eager.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Watches Tony leave the bridge for a moment, before turning back to Zehn and the Captain::

Host Dr_Green says:
@SCENE: The cave tunnel is getting narrower.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::looks up, with a small smile:: Green: Oh, it wasn't your fault. It is part of the job. Next time, just don't go out and run to endanger yourself. Starfleet officers are expendable, civilians are not. ::looks ahead, noticing the narrow tunnel::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::as the lift stops he looks to the Doctor:: CMO: This is you, sir.

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::keeps his eyes straight ahead, scanning slowly with the torch:: XO: No'Kir is calm under pressure, but he doesn't seem to connect very well. Menard has the opposite problem; gets a little too eager. If I wanted to- ::stops dead, his eyes dropping to the floor, hand raised to signal "stop"::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::Turns to CSO:: CSO: How far ahead can you scan? Are we still going in the right direction?

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::Looks back at Admiral Jackson, then back to Zehn.::  Prof_Zehn:  Alright, I'll need full reports on your staff, everyone you brought with you to the Kraken to assist with Dr. Green's discovery.  ::turns to Torel.::  OPS: We'll need to go over any crew replacements in that time frame as well.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
CEO: Thanks again, Lieutenant. ::can't help but grin just a little, nodding and stepping out of the turbolift to let it continue its journey::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::examines her tricorder for a little while, looking for Suder's answers::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
TL: Engineering.

Host Dr_Green says:
@CSO: I wanted to help, make up for it. No one was hurt, so I am still not too sure why the Commander is still so angry about it.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::looks back at the Admiral.:: Admiral Jackson: Admiral, care to weigh in on this?

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::stops at CTO's signal, signalling back to CSO and Green::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::crouches down, picking up a metallic wrapper gingerly, examining it with the torch before giving it a small sniff::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::looks up for a moment, and in a low voice:: Green: If you had died she would never have forgiven herself. It would be a failure for her as an officer. Much like ... if you suddenly discovered the Hyami never existed.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
Adm_Jackson:  Either it's one hell of a co-incidence or someone is trying very hard to implicate you in this.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::hand goes to her phaser, checking it's there still. Nods once in satisfaction::

Host Dr_Green says:
<Admiral_Jackson> CO: I have nothing further to say on the matter.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::enters main Engineering and accepts a tricorder from Mackenzie before examining the probe:: Mackenzie: Anything?

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Nods at A'an:: CO: I'm on it Captain.  ::Starts to run a report of crew replacements in the stated timeframe, to create a list of names to investigate::

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::strides through the corridor and steps into Sickbay, picking out the duty nurse:: Nurse: I want thermal blankets prepped and tri-ox at every bed. Get the ICU ready and ::slings his case from his shoulder, handing it over:: would you kindly see that makes it to my quarters, please?

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::watches CTO in the gloom, waiting for his verdict::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@XO: I can still scan a few meters ahead. We are going in the right direction and there are apparently no obstructions. Perhaps the change in the cave just means we are getting closer.

Host Dr_Green says:
@::nods:: CSO: I get it... well.. how long do you think it'll be before she calms down? Should I plan some sort of white chocolate cake gift or something?

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::smiles as the nurse gives an affirmative and runs off, the sickbay suddenly flaring into activity like a hive full of bees::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::sighs as Mackenzie just shakes her head::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::smiles:: Green: I am afraid this will only pass when we are all out of harm's way on the ship, on our way home. The chocolate may be a good catalyst though.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Suddenly sees a blip on the her console:: CO: Captain, I think we might be able to establish a lock on the AT now!

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::stands up and moves back to Suder, handing her the wrapper:: XO: Looks like a ration wrapper; someone else has been here. No more than a few days old.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::opens the tricorder and starts scanning the probe, then places it on top of the device while he grabs a hydro-spanner and opens the access hatch::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::raises an eyebrow, shines her light on the wrapper:: CTO: I don't sense anyone besides us... That can't be good. ::turns to CSO: Ix, update?

Host Dr_Green says:
@SCENE: As the crew continue in the cave network, the tunnels narrow so that to proceed, they will need to crawl. The temperatures are also getting colder, though nothing like outside.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::Nods to himself, grimacing slightly at the Admiral.  Getting the answer he pretty much expected.::  OPS/Zehn:  With any luck, Adalberto will find something to harden the target for us.  Till then, we go about this  from the top.  Priority one is getting the away team back, two, we find who did this.

Host Dr_Green says:
@::manages a smile:: CSO: Thanks.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@XO: We are slowly making progress, and as you can probably feel it is getting cooler.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::steps over to a biobed and picks up a hypo, loading it with 15x of tri-ox and then moving onto the next, assisting with the prep, skirting around his little worker bees who're readying the ICU and isolation suites::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::Grabs the main system control board and yanks it out, examining it with the tricorder::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::Moves over to OPS.:: OPS:  How sure are you?  We can test it on one of the supply crates we sent.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ CSO: Oh, yes, that much I have noticed. ::crouches down and starts to move forward again:: CSO: Any life signs?

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Points to her screen:: CO: If Adalberto gave me a fixed probe, then we should have no problems with transporting them

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::shakes her head:: XO: Still nothing.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::crouches as well and continues moving::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
OPS:  Alright, let's give it a shot.  If we get the crate back, we can give pulling our people out a try.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::steps back and admires the view, his doctors and nurses prepped and ready, a lieutenant walking through the doors cradling his arm that appears to be plasma burned and feeling the temperature steadily raise:: *CO*: Captain, Sickbay is prepped and ready for injuries.

Host Dr_Green says:
<Geologist> ::walks into Sickbay::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Establishes a lock on one of the crates on the surface, and beams it to TR2::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::taps his combadge.::  *CMO*:  Thank you doctor, we'll keep you advised as to when we get our people home.  Hopefully you won't have to wait too long.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::grabs the microscanner and runs a test::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::crawls ahead, keeping his eyes forward, checking to make sure the cave doesn't get too narrow::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
Mackenzie: Hand me the ODN decoupler.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::watches the new entrant stroll in, his medical crew off elsewhere. With a bright smile, he cheerfully exclaims:: Geologist: Please state the nature of your medical emergency.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::stares ahead, at Dr. Green right in front of her::

Host Dr_Green says:
@::Steps aside::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
OPS:  As soon as it's confirmed intact, we'll contact Kesh and let them know.

Host Dr_Green says:
<Geologist> ::walks into the Doctors office::

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::blinks, turning and following the geologist into his office:: Geologist: This is my office, crewman. Can I help you?

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ Green: Are you OK? ::wondering at his stopping::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::pulls some ODN relays out and plugs it up to a diagnostic unit::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::receives confirmation that the crate was received intact by the transporter chief:: CO: It's a go Captain

Host Dr_Green says:
<Geologist> ::waits for the doors to close and smacks the Doctor over the head with something heavy:: CMO: No, thank you.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
*CEO*:  Lieutenant, Ensign Torel has beamed a supply crate off the surface intact, but before we attempt to pull any of our people out, I'd like you to examine the feed.  We're pipping it down to you now.  ::Nods at Torel to send the info.::

Host Dr_Green says:
ACTION: The CMO is knocked out. (Welcome aboard)

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::collapses to the floor, out like a light::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::taps his badge:: *CO*: Aye Cap'n. I'll look at it.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::turns to Mackenzie:: Mackenzie: Apparently the Captain doesn't trust your handiwork. ::winks::

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
<Nurse_Donna>: ::stands at the ready, clutching a hypospray in her right hand like a dagger, staring at the biobed waiting for a patient::

Host Dr_Green says:
@XO: No, not really. It's very cramped in here.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::walks over to a spare console and brings the feed up and runs a short diagnostic on the matter feed::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Sends the feed to Adalberto::

Host Dr_Green says:
@SCENE: The cave narrows further. Only moving on their bellies means progress.

Host Dr_Green says:
<Geologist> ::moves behind the desk and starts accessing some medical files::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ Dr. Green: Well, the sooner we figure this all out, the sooner we get out of this cave. ::tries to keep her voice from sounding too demanding, a tough call for her:: Green: Onward, Dr. Ever onward... if you please.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::frowns, wondering why she couldn't see all this narrowing on her tricorder before. She feels the coldness on her belly as she squeezes forward::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
*CO*: Cap'n, I don't see anything wrong with the feed. You can always try testing it on Henry first.

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::sighs and continues to crawl:: CSO: Ix, can you tell if this path widens at any point?

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::groggily opens his eyes, feeling like there's weights tight to the lids:: Self: Uughh...::shifts onto one side, reaching up and tapping his comm badge:: *Security*: Red alert....in-i...ntruder in Sickbay...::collapses onto his back, trying to shake the stun but finding everything a little slower and more difficult than before::

Host Dr_Green says:
@XO: It's getting worse. ::breathes heavily::

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
*CEO*:  Alright, Bridge out.  ::Motions to Torel to prepare to beam the team out.:: *XO*: A'an to Suder, we re-established a transporter lock.  we're ready to go on your signal.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::looks at her tricorder with some difficulty:: CTO: I am afraid it only gets worse. We could try to widen the walls with phaser fire, but we would risk a collapse.

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Gets a lock onto the Away Team, and awaits the Captain's signal::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ CTO: Halt! ::hopes he can hear her past the others::  All: They have a transporter lock. Prepare to beam back.

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::stops:: All: Yeah, I don't like this. We need to back out.

Host Dr_Green says:
<Geologist> ::hears the CMO call security and rushes out of Sickbay, unseen by any nurses::

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::looks up to find his assailant, bringing his hands up defensively as he tries to shift himself off the floor and onto his knees::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@XO: Or that.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ *CO*: Yes please... ::sounds very cramped:: ... 4 to beam up.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::Sighs::All: If we must. ::looks at the narrow corridor ahead, wondering what it is hiding::

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::returns his attention back to the probe:: Probe: Talk to me.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::Motions to Torel:: OPS:  Go.

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::clambers up with the aid of his desk:: *Bridge*: Th's...is the D..ctor. 'ntruder in Sickbay! ::feels like he's going to be sick, his head thumping like a bass drum::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Initiates the transport of the away team::

Host Dr_Green says:
<Computer> CEO: Command Unknown. Please restate..

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::holds her breath::

Host Dr_Green says:
ACTION: Intruder alert alarms blare on the Kraken.

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::grunts and grabs his tricorder again::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Hears the communication from Sickbay:: CO: Captain! Intruder in Sickbay!

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::stops and has an idea and taps his badge:: *Sickbay*: Sickbay, this is Engineering. Could you spare a Doctor to come scan for biological traces on the malfunctioning probe?

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::Turns towards Tactical instinctively.::  aTO:  Lock down the entire deck!  No one in or out except security or command personnel!

CEO_Lt_Adalberto says:
::looks up as the alarms go off:: Self: What now?

Host Dr_Green says:
<Geologist> ::runs into transporter room 1 and stuns the chief::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Taps furiously on her console, trying to establish people's locations on the deck::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::lets her breath go:: *CO*: We're still here...

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
*CMO*::  Doctor Kymar, who was it?  Are you all right?

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged Commander.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::expects the transporter beam to engulf her at any moment::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::rests his head on the ground for a moment, feeling exhausted::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Gasps slightly at her readings:: CO: Weapons fire in TR1 Sir

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::locks his focus on his hands as a nurse rushes over seeing him bleeding from the head, helping him to the chair before he waves them off, his vision unblurring:: Nurse: Impedrezine, please. ::taps his comm badge:: *CO* A crewman, Captain...walking in and hit me across the head with something.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
aTO: Send security to meet me in TR1 and lock it down!  Get me a scan of whoever's in there!

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
<Nurse_Donna> :::still gripping her hypo like a knife:: *CEO*: On my way now, sir! ::grabs a medical kit and makes her way to the turbolift, where it won't open, thumping the button again and again::

Host Dr_Green says:
ACTION: The "geologist" beams down to the planet.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
OPS:  Keep that lock on our people and beam them directly to Sick bay!

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::begins checking the computer records to see what was accessed exactly, thanking a nurse as he hits him with the hypo and begins scanning his head::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Attempts to beam the AT to SB::

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
@ ::sighs, leaning to the side:: *CO*: Suder to the Kraken... Captain A'an, come in.

Host Dr_Green says:
ACTION: The away team are beamed up.

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
@::The beam finally takes her, she is half relieved, half disappointed::

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::opens his eyes to find himself laying limply on a biobed, pushing himself up and looking around:: CMO: Who are you?

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::taps his com.:: TR 2:  Lock onto any life sign on the planet and beam it directly to the brig!

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::frowns as he surveys the information, the drugs taking effect and clearing his head:: *CO*: The assailant accessed files, medical and project-related, on Dr. Green.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
::materialises in Sickbay:: Self: aaaah, home. ::sighs, shivering::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
::blinks and finds herself in sickbay:

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
@::finally recognizes the klaxon:: Self: Seriously? ::strips off his now-overwarm jacket and taps his combadge:: *TO_Benson*: Benson, what's the situation?

Host Dr_Green says:
<TR2> *CO*: Trying Sir!

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
::looks over at Zehn with a glare.:: Prof_Zehn: I want the complete manifest of every member of your team, NOW!

CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::turns as the crew begin beaming in, pushing himself up and shooing the nurse away, stepping out:: Staff: Begin administering tri-ox, 15cc doses, and get some blankets and fresh clothes for everyone please.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
::taps her comm badge:: *CO*: We're home, Captain. :: steadies herself on her feet and goes in search of a tray of instruments:: CTO/CSO/Green: Let's get you all recovering.

Host CO_Cmdr_Aan says:
*CMO*: Understood Doctor, take care of yourself and our people, for the moment...he's not going anywhere.

Host Dr_Green says:
<Aryn_Zehn> CO: Don't look at me like that. Your people vetted my team. ::swivels his chair to get the manifest ready::

CSO_Ens_Ix says:
::nods:: XO: Yes ma' am.

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
<Benson>*CTO*: Apparently someone clocked the new doctor, then beamed down to the planet.

CTO_Lt_Sumner says:
::sighs:: *Benson*: Fantastic.

Host XO_Cmdr_Suder says:
::turns as she spots an unknown Bajoran in her Sickbay:: CMO: Who the hell are you? ::blinks away her dizziness::

OPS_Ens_Torel says:
::Shoots a glance over at Zehn, not really thinking about what she's doing:: ~~~Zehn: Who the hell did you bring on board with you?~~~


<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>
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